
  Daily activities for Distance Learning 
Monday 

 
****Morning greeting (video) and story (video)- Please have your child check these first each 
day.  They are located in your child’s inbox/messages on Seesaw. 
 
Literacy instruction- 
*reading mini-lesson video and activity on Seesaw  
*handwriting- video and activity on Seesaw  
*phonics- video and activity on Seesaw 
*independent reading (goal-at least 15-20 minutes) 
*practice spelling words 
 
Math- 
*Xtra Math on iPad 
*mini-lesson (video) and activity on Seesaw  
*optional (practice triangle flashcards or any addition/subtraction flashcards if you have them-) 
 
Specialist- 
*science- Mr. Schrankler 
 

Tuesday 
 
****Morning greeting (video) and story (video)- Please have your child check these first each 
day.  They are located in your child’s inbox/messages on Seesaw. 
 
Literacy instruction-  
*writing mini-lesson (video) and activity/response in Seesaw  
*handwriting- (video) (Posted as an activity on Seesaw.) 
*practice spelling words  
*independent reading (goal- at least 15-20 minutes) 
 
Math instruction- 
*Xtra Math on iPad 
*mini-lesson (video)- and activity in Seesaw  
*optional (practice triangle flashcards or any addition/subtraction flashcards if you have them-) 
 
Specialist- 
*music- Mr. Ollmann 
 
Social Studies- (video) and activity on Seesaw 



 
 

Wednesday 
****Morning greeting (video) and story (video)- Please have your child check these first each 
day.  They are located in your child’s inbox/messages on Seesaw. 
 
Literacy instruction-  
*reading mini-lesson (video) and activity/response in Seesaw  
*free write in splotchy notebook (This is posted as an activity on Seesaw.) 
*phonics (video) and activity in Seesaw 
*practice spelling words 
*independent reading (goal- at least 15-20 minutes) 
 
Math instruction- 
*Xtra Math on iPad 
*mini-lesson (video) and activity in Seesaw  
*optional (practice triangle flashcards or any addition/subtraction flashcards if you have them-) 
 
Specialist-  
*phy.ed.-Ms. Paulsen  
 

 
  

Thursday 
****Morning greeting (video) and story (video)- Please have your child check these first each 
day.  They are located in your child’s inbox/messages on Seesaw. 
 
Literacy instruction-  
*writing mini-lesson (video) and activity/response in Seesaw  
*Scholastic News- (This is posted as an activity on Seesaw.) 
*independent reading (goal- at least 15-20 minutes) 
*practice spelling words 
 
Math instruction- 
*Xtra Math on iPad 
*mini-lesson (video) and activity in Seesaw  
*optional (practice triangle flashcards or any addition/subtraction flashcards if you have them-) 
 
Specialist- 
*counselor lesson on Seesaw- Ms. Davies  
 
Social Studies- (video) and activity in Seesaw 



Friday 
****Morning greeting (video) and story (video)- Please have your child check these first each 
day.  They are located in your child’s inbox/messages on Seesaw. 
 
Literacy instruction-  
*reading mini-lesson (video) and activity in Seesaw  
*free write in splotchy notebook- (This is posted as an activity in Seesaw.) 
*spelling test- (video) This is posted as an activity on Seesaw.  Students can either watch the 
video of me giving the spelling words, or families can give the spelling test.  Students post the 
test on Seesaw. 
*independent reading (goal- at least 15-20 minutes) 
 
Math instruction- 
*Xtra Math on iPad 
*mini-lesson (video) and activity in Seesaw  
*optional (practice triangle flashcards or any addition/subtraction flashcards if you have them-) 
 
Specialist-  
*active inquiry- Ms. Walsh  
 
 
 
 
 
 


